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Abstract
In the construction of whole-word acoustic models, we have
previously demonstrated substantial gains by using MAP estimation to introduce a simple prior model of phonetic timing.
Based solely on the word’s phonetic (dictionary) pronunciation,
this simple model included no information about the individual durations of constituent phones. However, the problem of
modeling segmental duration has long been studied in the textto-speech (TTS) community. We draw upon this work to develop a classification and regression tree (CART) approach for
constructing prior models of phonetic timing which considers
factors such as syllable stress, syllable position, adjacent phone
class and voicing. This improved prior model closes 33% of
the gap in keyword spotting performance between highly supervised whole-word models and those estimated without any
examples.
Index Terms: phonetic timing, whole-word modeling, keyword
spotting, point process model

1. Introduction
A large body of evidence suggests the preeminent importance
of temporal properties of the speech signal in human speech
perception. Spectral cues in speech are directly related to vocal
tract configuration and have long been considered principal in
the identification of speech sounds. Interesting, human speech
perception is remarkably tolerant of significant degradation in
frequency information. In one notable study [1], when detailed
frequency information was excised from speech while retaining
the signal’s temporal envelope, listeners were remarkably accurate in identifying consonants, vowels and words using just
three wide bands of modulated noise. Furthermore, it has been
demonstrated that the distortions which result in the most significant loss of intelligibility are those which affect slow temporal modulations (2-10 Hz) of speech [2]. Finally, many studies
of children with language impairment have concluded that their
deficiency stems from a basic temporal processing deficit [3].
In addition to intelligibility, temporal structure also plays a
crucial role producing natural sounding synthetic speech. Early
attempts to predict the systematic changes in the duration of
phonetic segments involved defining a set of hand-designed
rules based on contextual factors such as adjacent segment identity, within-word position, syllable stress, among others [4]. A
more statistically grounded approach that offers greater ability
to model the interaction between factors is found in the sumof-products model presented in [5]. CART-based modeling is
another widely used approach to predicting segmental duration
that provides automatic selection of relevant features, accommodates both categorical and continuous features, and produces
easily interpretable rules [6].

In light of the importance of temporal cues on human
speech perception, we are motivated to investigate whole-word
acoustic models such as those found in the point process model
(PPM) for keyword spotting [7]. In the PPM framework, keywords are characterized by an inhomogeneous Poisson process,
and keyword detections are derived from the relative timing of
a sparse set of phonetic events. Operating on a small number of
discrete events, PPM has advantages in computational simplicity and has been shown to enable very fast keyword searches
without the use of an index [8]. Like other whole-word approaches that rely on training examples, data sparsity is a problem. In its original inception, PPM word model parameters
were been calculated exclusively from keyword examples using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) but the accurate estimation of Poisson rate parameters was shown to require large
numbers of example keywords. In a recent work [9], it was
demonstrated that strong performance could be achieved without the need for large amounts of training data by modeling
phonetic timing with Gaussian distributions and estimating parameters using a Bayesian approach.
Each Gaussian in this model requires the estimation of a
mean and variance (or precision), and MAP estimation of these
parameters presumes the existence of reasonable prior distributions. In the initial presentation of MAP-estimated whole-word
acoustic models, a very basic prior distribution was assembled
from equally-spaced Gaussian means with uniform variance.
This simple model suffices as an initialization point when combined with training examples. However, we would like to improve the estimation of word models for cases when no examples exist, and this naive prior ignores obvious differences in
phone duration. As suggested, the problem of constructing a
reasonable prior model of phonetic timing is very closely related to that of computing segmental duration for TTS synthesis.
In this work we will evaluate the gains possible by enhancing
priors with CART-based duration estimates.

2. Theory
The approach to keyword spotting considered here is based on
modeling the underlying distributions of phonetic events within
a word as inhomogeneous Poisson processes. Unlike most
speech recognition systems which are based on dense, frameby-frame estimates of phone likelihoods, the PPM approach operates on a sparse set of phonetic events. If one considers a
standard frame-level phone alignment, we would mark a single
phonetic event at the midpoint of each phone label (in previous work we have referred to these as oracle phonetic events).
To obtain phonetic events from actual speech data, we employ
a multilayer perceptron to estimate the posterior probability of
each phone class for each frame of speech. This phone posteri-
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orgram representation is then processed using phonetic matched
filters as presented in [10]. Consistent with previous PPM implementations, we make the simplifying assumption that the relative timing of phonetic events within words is independent of
word duration and thus consider models of word duration normalized to 1.0. This unit duration is partitioned into D (typically 10) equal subdivisions, and for each division we estimate
a piecewise constant approximation of the inhomogeneous rate
parameter for each phone. Given a number of keyword examples, maximum likelihood estimates for the rate parameters are
computed from the total count of phonetic events observed for
each phone and each subdivision.
Computing reliable MLE estimates typically requires a
sizeable number (>50) of keyword training examples. However, in a previous work [9] we observed that distributions of
phonetic events across duration normalized keyword examples
were well described by Gaussian distributions. Based on this
finding, we developed a Bayesian approach to modeling the
distributions of phonetic events in which a simple prior was
constructed from a word’s pronunciation dictionary phonetic
base form. Then, as an alternative to estimating inhomogeneous Poisson rate parameters from actual counts of phonetic
events, with a parametric distribution we can instead use expected counts under the each distribution.
In the following sections, we consider three approaches to
defining phonetic timing distributions in the absence of any keyword examples. We begin by reviewing the simple dictionary
model of [9] and then introduce two enhanced models.
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2.1. Simple dictionary-based prior model

Figure 1: Example of phone timing models for the word “often.”

If no training examples of a keyword are available, it is possible to construct a naive model of phonetic timing using the
keyword’s dictionary pronunciation. Given a normalized word
duration of 1.0, we simply assign one Gaussian to each phone
in the dictionary form using equally spaced means µ and a fixed
standard deviation σ. An example of such a model with σ=0.05
for the word “often” is depicted in Figure 1a. Despite its simplicity, we have shown this to be a practical method of assembling a prior for subsequent MAP estimation.
We have also found that introducing phonetic variation is a
critical element in obtaining reasonable keyword spotting performance with such models. The use of alternate pronunciations could account for different speaker productions. However,
another significant source of differences in observed phonetic
events is caused by errors which occur in our phone posteriorgrams. A reasonable means of accounting for both errors and
variation is to factor in phone confusion matrix data associated
with the phone detectors. If rows of the confusion matrix correspond to actual phone classes (pi ) and columns correspond to
predicted phone classes (pj ), then each matrix element Cij represents Pr(pj |pi ). Here, we have obtained a phone confusion
matrix from the count matrix employed in phonetic event selection presented in [10]. To incorporate likely confusions into our
dictionary model, we replace the single Gaussian for phone pi
from a word’s dictionary form with with multiple Gaussians for
the confusable phones pj each weighted by Cij but sharing a
common µ and σ as illustrated in 1a.

ting performance over many keywords. To develop a more
realistic model which accounts for phone duration, we first
introduce the following expression for the relative timing of
phonetic events. Given a word with baseform pronunciation
p1 , p2 , . . . , pN , where each pi is drawn from the set of all
phones P, we define Di as a random variable representing the
duration of the pi . We can then define Ri as the midpoint of pi
(after word duration normalization), which is given by
Pi−1
j=1 Dj + 0.5Di
Ri =
.
(1)
D1 + D2 + · · · + DN
As a starting point we assume that the distribution of the phone
duration Di is derived from the duration statistics of phone pi
realized across all words in the corpus and that Di is independent of the other phones in the word. A convenient distribution
for modeling phone duration is the two-parameter gamma distribution [11]. Studies have shown that the gamma distribution
provides a high-quality fit to empirical phone and word duration
distributions [14].
The random variable Ri is a function of N independent,
gamma-distributed random variables and there is no simple
closed-form solution for its distribution. Fortunately, it is sufficient for our purposes to estimate just the mean and variance
of Ri . These quantities are easily obtained from a Monte Carlo
simulation as follows: (i) compute gamma parameters (α, λ) to
fit all of the phones in P based upon examples across the entire corpus; (ii) for a particular word, independently generate N
sample phone durations corresponding to each Di ; (iii) from the
N duration samples Di , compute the corresponding N values
of Ri ; (iv) repeat over many (10,000) iterations and compute
sample mean and variance for each Ri ; (v) construct a model
from N Gaussian distributions using the mean and variances of
each Ri .

2.2. Monte Carlo prior using average phone durations
In the simple dictionary model, assigning Gaussian means at
equal intervals corresponds to an assumption that all phones
are identical in duration. The fixed standard deviation σ=0.05
was chosen empirically to produce satisfactory keyword spot-
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Figure 2: CART tree for predicting duration of the phone /ih/. Each node shows the decision tree question, mean duration E[D ], and
gamma distribution parameters (α, λ) for all training examples at that node.

An example of a model computed using this approach is
shown would predict an expected duration D of 39.4 ms comshown for the word “often” depicted in Figure 1b. Unlike the
pared with the population average of 53.1 ms.
simple dictionary model shown in Figure 1a, we observe that
Unlike speech synthesis where it is sufficient to predict just
the positions of the means better respect the average phone dua duration, we need to predict the distribution of the phone /ih/
rations. Additionally, we find that the variances of the distriin its context. We accomplish this by using the decision tree
butions are smaller for phones nearest the word beginning and
to cluster training examples, and then estimate gamma distribuending, and larger for phones in the middle of the word. This
tion parameters (α, λ) at each node of the tree. The root node
is a natural byproduct
of
normalizing
word
durations
and
is
evcontains all examples, and its distribution represents the entire
1
E[D ] = 36.8, ↵ = 8.807, = 2.396
E[D ] = 36.8, ↵ = 8.807, = 2.396
1
ident in equation (1) and can also be seen in models estimated
population independent of context. Each
question in the tree
2
from many keyword examples (Figure 1d).
2
partitions the examples into
two subsets from
which we com1
pute corresponding gamma distribution parameters. Continuing
1
2.3. Monte Carlo prior using CART-based phone durations
to split our examples at each tree node allows us to compute disWhile the incorporation of average phone duration clearly imtribution parameters for each context as shown in in Figure 2.
proves the fidelity of the model compared with the simple dicHaving
estimated the context-dependent gamma distribu2
tionary version, it is well known that segmental duration is a
tion parameters, the construction of a word model follows in
function of many factors such as phonetic context, stress, syla similar manner to the Monte Carlo model based on average
2
2
lable position, and others. The text-to-speech community
has
2
phone durations in the previous
section. However, instead of
developed several approaches to model segmental duration and
drawing samples for Di from the distribution of the entire pophere we adopt the method based on classification and regression
ulation, we instead use each phone’s context determined by a
trees. In order to perform CART training, we begin with a pool
word’s dictionary form to identify the context-dependent distriof example phone durations and an associated set of linguistibution parameters contained in the decision tree.
cally relevant features for each example. In speech synthesis,
An example of a model computed using this approach is
the prediction of duration is performed for an entire utterance,
shown for the word “often” depicted in Figure 1c. For referbut our prediction can only consider a word in isolation. Thereence, the model in Figure 1d is generated using MAP estimation
fore, it is not possible to consider some commonly used features
with many training examples of the keyword. Note that in the
such as utterance and phrase position. To compile a training set,
progression of models from simple to more complex, the locawe extracted phone durations from our corpus and generated a
tions of the distributions better reflect the models derived from
feature vector for each sample. The features associated with
keyword data. To quantify the effect improved timing models,
each phone and each word position were derived from the sylwe computed the root mean squared error (rmse) between the
lable and stress markings provided by the CMU dictionary [13].
mean values of Ri under these three models and the positions
We used the following set of features:
determined from keyword examples. We found that the Monte
• wsl - word syllable count ( 7 levels)
Carlo average model provided a 16.7% reduction in rmse rela• swinit - syllable word initial (boolean)
tive to the simple dictionary model, and the Monte Carlo CART
model yielded a 21.3% relative reduction.
• swfinal - syllable word final (boolean)
• sp - syllable position ( 3 levels: onset, nucleus, coda)
• stress - stressed syllable (boolean)
3. Experiments
• prevoice - previous phone voiced (boolean)
To measure the impact of more precise timing models, we con• postvoice - next phone voiced (boolean)
ducted a series of keyword spotting experiments using the Wall
• prev bc - previous phone broad class (5 categories)
Street Journal (WSJ0 and WSJ1) datasets. The training por• post bc - next phone broad class (5 categories )
tions of this corpus were partitioned into two folds of 23 hours
of speech. The audio data was processed into perceptual linFor each of the phones, we constructed a regression tree usear prediction (PLP) features and then transformed into a phone
ing the package tree in the statistical software package R. An
posteriorgram representation using a hierarchical MLP with 9
example tree for the phone /ih/ is shown in Figure 2. In our excontext frames [12]. From posteriorgram data, we then example for the word “often” (/ao,f,t,ih,n/), the phone /ih/ which
tracted phonetic events using phonetic matched filters as deis preceded by a stop consonant, is not in a stressed syllable,
scribed in [10] with a threshold of δ = 0.24. In order to evalis followed by a nasal and is not word initial, the decision tree
ih

ih

Table 1: Comparison of figure of merit based on 1) average
over all 1521 keywords, 2) average over subset of keywords
which scored in the lowest 10th percentile using simple dictionary model.
model type
Simple dictionary
Monte Carlo (average)
Monte Carlo (CART)
Bayesian

mean FOM
dict lowest 10%
0.322
0.385
0.413
0.605

4. Conclusions
In our previous work on MAP estimation of whole-word acoustic models [9] we demonstrated that Bayesian approach to estimating phone timing models provided significant gains in keyword spotting performance in the case that few keyword examples are available. In that work, the prior model of phone timing used in MAP estimation was based on the simple dictionary
model. The motivation for this work was to assess the gains
possible by considering more sophisticated prior models. By incorporating a Monte Carlo approach to estimating phone-timing
distributions, we were able to obtain a 4.2% relative improvement in average FOM compared to using a simple dictionary
model. While modest in absolute terms, this gain represents
33% of the difference in performance between simple dictionary and MAP-estimated models.
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